INTRO TO OUT OF BOUNDS INNER PLANETS

Venus, Mercury and Mars at High Declination

Tony Howard
BJORK

- Mercury in Sagittarius 25S01
- Venus in Capricorn 23S46
- Mars in Capricorn 24S31
• Venus in Capricorn 23S46
• Venus sextile Ascendant
• Venus trine Uranus+Pluto
“As the lukewarm hands of the gods
Came down and gently picked my adrenalin pearls
They placed them in their mouths and rinsed all the fear out”

- From Moon
• above the bell curve
• outlier
• too much
• over the top
• unbounded
• weird
• extreme
VENUSIAN BEAUTY
GLORIA GRAHAME

Classic film noir actress

Venus and Mercury out of bounds in Sagittarius
It’s not right, but it’s what she wants.
JOAN FONTAINE

Venus out of bounds in Sagittarius
Ruling her Libra Ascendant
Opposite Jupiter and Trine Saturn
Mercury Out of Bounds
Gene Wilder

- Mercury in Cancer 25N20
- Venus in Cancer 24N17

“The suspense is terrible. I hope it'll last.”
CATE BLANCHETT

AS BOB DYLAN IN
I’M NOT THERE
THE MANY FACES OF CATE BLANCHETT
THE FRENCH EXISTENTIALISTS

CAMUS

DE BEAUVOR

SARTRE
WILLIAM POWELL
Mars Out of Bounds
BARBARA STANWYCK

Mars out of bounds in Capricorn
ANNIE OAKLEY

"I would like to see every woman know how to handle guns as naturally as they know how to handle babies."
STANDING UP
LIFE’S WORK on VIOLENCE

STEVEN PINKER

THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
WHY VIOLENCE HAS DECLINED

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

STEVEN PINKER

Author of The Blank Slate and The Stuff of Thought

THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE

WHY VIOLENCE HAS DECLINED

“A supremely important book... [A] masterly achievement.”
—THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
THE TRIPLE THREAT

Venus, Mercury and Mars all out of bounds.
BRENE BROWN

Venus, Mercury and Mars out of bounds.
“Bigger than life is not difficult for me. I am bigger than life.” - Rita Moreno
BHAGWAN SHREE RAJNEESH
Moon, Mercury, Mars and Venus out of bounds
DOCTOR DRE

Venus, Mercury and Mars out of bounds.
Venus, Mercury and Mars out of bounds.

JIMMY STEWART
THANK YOU!

For more of my work visit my blog at
http://www.astroraven.com/

For upcoming webinars visit
http://www.astrologyuniversity.com/
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